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NEWS OF OUR CLIENTS

BUCK WEAR TURNS HEADS WITH ITS NEWEST KILLER THREADS

Introducing The New Buck Wear ʻFear No Deerʼ Camo 2-Fer

Hardcore hunters look for gear thatʼs as rough and tough as their pursuit for game.  And, Buck Wear, Inc.,

creators of quality sportswear for the avid outdoorsman, has just the piece for these serious hunters who make

ʻNo Excuses – Just Trophies,ʼ with its newest model ʻFear No Deerʼ Adult Camo 2-Fer (Model #1919).

Hunters of every caliber will enjoy sporting the cutting-edge style, incredible fit and lasting comfort that Buck Wear

has so ingeniously incorporated into the ʻFear No Deerʼ Adult Camo 2-Fer.  The fashionable, yet functional shirt

incorporates the trendy ʻdual-layerʼ look that features a black short sleeved t-shirt overlay, with a Realtree™ Camo

long-sleeve sewn in underneath — keeping hunters looking cool, even when the Mother Nature takes it down a

few degrees.

And if your hunting pals donʼt understand just how intrepid of a hunter you really are, this shirtʼs dangerous and

hardcore illustration will tell your story.  Its ʻfearlesslyʼ detailed artwork incorporates a buck rearing its angry antlers

amidst a winged skull and other creative dark design elements.  With “Fear No Deer” splashed across the front, and

the phrase ʻNo-excuses — Just Trophiesʼ weaved into the design, thereʼs no question that the wearer of this trendy

piece is passionate about his pursuit.

Made from 100% heavyweight cotton, Buck Wearʼs “Fear No Deer” Adult Camo 2-Fer (Model #1919) is available

in a full range of adult sizes from M to XXL to accommodate outdoor enthusiasts of all sizes.  Buck Wearʼs

commitment to quality is unparalleled through its premier screen-printing processes that ensures its gear stays

vibrant, even after repeated trips through the wash.  Buck Wearʼs clothing line is available thorough top hunting,

fishing and outdoor sports retailers across the United States and online at www.buckwear.com.

For more information on the new Buck Wear “Fear No Deer” 2-Fer (Model #1919) or Buck Wearʼs full selection of

t-shirts, sweatshirts and caps for outdoor enthusiasts, please contact:  Buck Wear, Inc., 2900 Cowan Avenue,

Baltimore, MD 21223 · Telephone: (800) 813-7708 · Or visit www.buckwear.com.
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